
Death Guns 461 

Chapter 461: The Unusual Dungeon 1 

While Alex was speeding toward the dungeon, Lilith and Sakuya, who had sneaked into the dungeon, 

soon found themselves facing an unusual situation. 

''What is this?" Sakuya frowned and looked around her; it was not the green scenery that made her say 

this but the feeling she got after appearing in this forest. She felt restrained as if something had been 

removed from her body; her body became unusual. She immediately checked her status but found 

nothing unusual thus, she frowned. 

Lilith was also frowning; unlike Sakuya, she had understood the situation; the dungeon didn't reject 

them but instead restricted their strength. Their Rank might have stayed the same, but Lilith was sure 

that she could not exhibit her true strength because of this restriction. To test this theory, Lilith decided 

to do a test, and coincidentally a monster happened to come out at that moment.  

Sakuya was the first to move, she arrived before the Orc and slashed at its head then something unusual 

happened, usually considering the monster strength and Sakuya strength, a difference of 5 Rank, Sakuya 

should have killed it; however, the Orc blocked Sakuya's sword, this shocked her and made her stop for 

an instant, and in a fight, an instant of hesitation could be fatal.  

''Buhi!"  

The Orc emitted a war cry and tried to punch Sakuya in the stomach with its free arm; it was then Lilith's 

lightning came and clashed against the Orc's arm; due to the reduced strength, it did small damage, only 

slightly charring the monster's arm; however, it was more than enough for Sakuya who had momentarily 

lost focus to quickly regain it and moved, she reversed the grip of her Katana and thrust the sharp edge 

at the monster's neck where there was less muscle, she powered it with the Wind element turning the 

blade sharper, even though her strength hasn't been considerably restricted, this combo wasn't 

something the Orc could stop not when it was aimed at its weak point. 

Sakuya's katana pierced through the monster's neck, blood spurted from the neck and tried to land on 

Sakuya; however, she had already moved out of the way, leaving the Orc fall to the ground with wide 

eyes and a large hole in its neck as if something had drilled through it.  

''Seriously, what with this dungeon? It's only the first floor, and Orc already appeared, a Rank 5 to boot. 

The strangest thing is that my strength is restricted. You must know something, dear Lilly.'' Sakuya said 

and glared at her companion, who sighed and decided to tell her about the particularity of this 

dungeon.  

''From what I heard, this dungeon can select who will enter it, and it can also restrain their strength, 

Rank 10 can't enter, do not ask why we were able to enter it, Sebastian had said that if it's me I can do 

and my companion would be able to enter it easily. When I asked him the reason for this, he simply 

smiled and said nothing.'' Lilith explained while looking dejected, talking about Sebastian must have 

awoken some unwanted memories. Sebastian was no more, remembering this must have deeply hurt 

her.  



Knowing what she was thinking, Sakuya approached her friend and put her hand over her shoulder, and 

said, ''Don't worry, he believes in you don't let him done. We are here to make sure of it.''  

Lilith smiled after hearing Sakuya's words, somehow she felt refreshed as if instead of losing something, 

she had gained something instead, new family members, this made her happy, Alex must have accepted 

her request because he was trying to use her, but she had the feeling that when you look past their 

business like a partnership, love was involved, it was not a love between man and woman but family 

love, she knew she could count on him if there was a problem and this made her happy. She must 

cherish this feeling; this bond mustn't be broken, she thought. 

''If I'm not wrong, my strength has been reduced to Rank 7 or worst Rank 6, it would be hard to advance 

as we don't know how many floors there are.'' Sakuya said while inwardly sighing, thinking, 'If only our 

goddess remembered how many floors there are.'  

It was because Alex shared some information with her, information about Lilith's identity and what they 

came to do here. For Lilith, she just wanted to deal serious damage to her brother because there was 

something he wanted here but was she didn't know was that this thing was something her previous self 

had sealed here, be recuperating it, she would be whole again, her current self isn't complete. Even her 

butler seemed to be aware of her identity; if not, he couldn't have suggested that she must acquire what 

was in the depth of this dungeon. Thinking about it, that Sebastian guy must have a deep background 

and an unusual identity for him to know Lilith's real identity and do everything he could for her to 

inherent back her power. 

''Let's go,'' Sakuya said to the absentminded Lilith; the latter shook her head and followed Sakuya. If 

Sakuya's analysis wasn't wrong, then it meant that Sakuya's current Rank was 6 while Lilith would be 

Rank 7. 

The two girls progressed forward; they advanced into the green forest before them and soon 

encountered another monster; however, this time, it was not an Orc but an Ogre, a Rank 7 Ogre. 

Green light covered Sakuya's katana as she aimed at the monster's neck. Unfortunately, the Ogre was 

agile and dodged the blow. However, the Ogre was shocked that instead of being surprised, Sakuya 

smiled; it was then the Ogre remembered that the girl wasn't alone and wanted to escape. Still, it was 

already too late; lightning chains wrapped around its body before two dark beams robbed its sight, 

making the Ogre blind. 

Even before the monster could scream, its head had been removed from its shoulders and danced in the 

sky as blood splashed the ground green ground red.. After killing the Ogre, the girls went deeper into the 

forest in search of the exit for the next level. 

Chapter 462 - 449: The Unusual Dungeon 2; Time Decay 

At the same time that the girls were searching for the exit for the next floor, Alex arrived at the location 

where the entrance of the dungeon was, and like the girls, before him, he used the Vanishing Bullet to 

conceal his presence before calmly walking toward the dungeon; however, just as he was about to pass 

the twelve guards something unusual happened, a red light was emitted and tried to cover Alex's body. 

''Intruder!" Roared the twelve guards as they unsheathed their swords and looked around them; they 

received this device fifteen minutes ago; it was said that it could detect anything nearby even though 



this thing used high-level concealment. It was because of this thing that Alex's presence got revealed; 

even though they couldn't locate his exact location, the guards knew that there was someone there; 

thus, they unleashed all their attacks at one point, and strangely Alex happened to be there.  

Alex sighed before using Time Stop on the men before simply walking away. By the time he left, the 

combined attacks of twelve men had crashed where he was, leaving a deep crater there. Unfortunately, 

the guards didn't see anything inside this crater; they concluded that the detection stone might have 

malfunctioned. 

On the other hand, Alex, who successfully passed through the guards, arrived in a forest-like Lilith and 

Sakuya; however, unlike them, this forest was composed uniquely of dead trees, immediately following 

his arrival, the same restrictions was put on him, and a horde of monsters appeared and launched 

attacks on him.  

Twelve Orcs attacked Alex from all sides, although his strength was reduced, Alex was able to dodge 

their attacks and counterattacked perfectly, blood splattered the ground as heads flew, the twelve Rank 

5 Orcs couldn't last ten minutes against Alex as he harvested their lives as if he was the Grim Reaper.  

Alex frowned after checking his status; somehow, he didn't gain anything after killing twelve Rank 5 

Orcs.  

『[Alexander Kael Touch] 

Class: Magic Gunslinger 

Age: 17 

Male 

Race: High Human ???? 

「 Rank 12] 

Level 114 

Experience Value (XP): 5000/200000 

Magic Power: 6800/7000 

Magic: None 

Attack: 2500 

Defense: 1930 ➤ 2100 

Agility: 2070 (+200) 

Intelligence: 2130 

Luck: 1710 

BP: 0 



SP: 0 

Gift: Death Guns [???????] 

Skills: [Item box Level 4] [Swift Fingers Max] [Divine Sense Level 5] [Throwing knife Level 5] [Dark Vision 

Level 2] [Dual Wielding Level 2] [Accel Level 5] [Knife Art Level 4] [Link Level 4] [Gun Art Level Level 10] 

[High Regeneration Level 7] [Mana Synchronisation Level 10 Max] [Crimson's Bullet] [Shadow Shift Level 

5] [Blade Dance Level 4] [Aurora Bullet Level 1] [Drifter Level 1] (New) 

Special Abilities: [Language Comprehension][Danger Sense] [Overdrive] [Death's Eye] [Envisage] {Erase} 

{Magic Bullet} {Snatch} [Hellsing] [Xerox] {Death Bullet (???)} [Time Stop] [Time Acceleration] [Eye of 

Truth Level 1 ➤ Level 5] [Asura Form] [Mana's Body] (Sealed due to current Level) {Time Decay} (New) 

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The one whose fingers are faster than Flash] [Goblin Slayer] [The Reborn] 

[Shadow Nemesis] [The Slaughterer] [The Destroyer] [Death Master] [The Irregular] [Child of Mana]』 

Except for his two new techniques, Drifter and Time Decay, and an increase in Defense stat, Alex didn't 

gain anything; the increase in defense must have been due to his body strengthening. 

The description of his new Special ability was the following.  

{Time Decay: Special bullet that could accelerate the target age, making the target older. The more 

mana spent more damage would be dealt. 

Basic Mana consumption: 500.} 

''I see; no wonder my clone and I were almost disappeared after this bullet touched him. This a good 

bullet, with this I have gained another trump card.'' Alex mumbled, and Silveria, who was reading the 

description about Time Decay for the time, was surprised; not even her previous owner thought about 

something like this; therefore, she couldn't help but become curious as to how Alex came up with this 

ridiculous ability if Nyx was present she would have been shocked as well. 

〖Master, how did you manage to create this bullet?〗The curious Silveria asked this; Alex stopped and 

chuckled before answering.  

''It's just come to me like that, to tell you the truth, my goal, in the beginning, wasn't that. First, it 

thought, what would happen if I combined Time Acceleration and Time Stop in one point? My real aim 

was that I wanted to create a bullet capable of stopping the flow of Mana or increase the amount of 

Mana inside my enemy body, making it explode, but the result was beyond my expectation; I never 

thought that something this ridiculous would be created instead of what I wished to create, I'm happy 

that I've created this dreadful ability.''  

〖I see. It's a great ability I can't wait to see the damage it would do once inside your enemy.〗Silveria 

declared, and Alex smiled, he wanted to say that the opportunity to test his new ability had come 

sooner than anticipated, but he decided not to, as it was better to show her than saying it. 

Alex dodged the huge ax flying toward him by leaning back; soon, he heard the roar of a monster 

running toward him.  

''Roarrrr!"  



This roar shook the dead trees; some weaker trees fell. At the same time, a huge monster jumped 

toward Alex and aimed his hand forward, somehow that ax that passed above Alex's head appeared 

inside the huge Ogre's hand, and he swung toward Alex, who was leaning towards the ground; Alex 

smiled before using Time Stop on the giant Ogre making him freeze while he followed with another 

attack, the silver gun was aimed at the Ogre who had its time stopped, and gray light burst out of the 

gun's muzzle, a gray bullet tore through the air and collided against the Ogre's head, knocking it back 

before Time resumed for the monster, unfortunately before the monster could enjoy it, misfortune 

struck.  

The gray bullet that pierced through the monster's head started working; gray light covered the Ogre's 

head for a brief moment before, under Alex's astonished eyes, the Ogre's head turned into a skull along 

with its neck. The mighty Rank 8 Ogre died like that with its head and neck turned into bone as if it had 

aged hundred years. Alex gulped when he saw this before he started laughing.  

''This is good than I have expected. Hehehe! I can't wait and test it on human's opponent to see the 

result.'' He said and looked at the fallen Ogre; Silveria stayed silent; she was shocked by the strength of 

Time Decay. With this ability and Alex's unknown ability, she believes that he could create a miracle, do 

something his predecessor couldn't do; thinking about such a possibility brought a smile to her face.. 

She wanted to be present when the legend was made. 

Chapter 463 - 450: The Rematch 1 

Meanwhile, while Alex and the girls were facing different situations in another location, another Incursio 

cursed as she cut down another monster. 

Piled up in front of her were monsters' corpses; it wasn't one type of monster; instead, there were 

different types, Black Goblin, Orc, Lizardmen, and Ogre. All those dead monsters had one thing in 

common, their necks twisted into an unnatural angle, their heart crushed; it was ruthless; however, 

Incursio didn't care kept cursing. 

''Shit! What with this dungeon? My strength is reduced apart from the bracelet sealing some of it. And 

to make matters worse, I'm separated from those bugs; they can't do well without me. Tch! And 

monsters keep attacking me nonstop; it's annoying.'' Incursio spat and calmly dodged another monster 

attack, this time it was Wind wolf; the Rank 7 wolf froze in the air, not understanding what was 

happening; before the Wind wolf could ponder why its body defied gravity, Incursio approached and put 

one of her fingers on its head and,  

Boom!  

The Wind wolf's head exploded; strangely, the brain's matter and blood didn't touch Incursio's body.  

''Hah! I hope they are doing well.'' Incursio said as she glared at the incoming pack, the Wind wolves 

pack, twelve Wind wolves with glowed red eyes; they couldn't wait to tear apart this human girl.  

As if she could read what they were thinking through their eyes, Incursio couldn't help but feel a little 

amused as the corners of her mouth perked up. She would have a bit of fun before joining the others.  

••••• 



At the same time, Sakuya and Lilith continued to search for the exit for the next floor; they walked 

deeper into the forest, encountered monster after monster; it was not easy, but they killed them 

without wasting too much energy.  

Suddenly, Lilith stopped and glared in a certain direction, her killing intent soared, and Sakuya, who was 

walking beside her, noticed this.  

''What's g-" Sakuya stopped as she understood why Lilith behaved like this; coming from the other side 

were two individuals; one wore a white mask with a creepy looking eye on it while the other wore a 

simple robe with the same eye on it.  

For an unknown reason, Sakuya had a strange feeling when she saw the man with a mask, it was as if 

she knew him somewhere, but because of the mask hiding his face, it's hard to tell.  

Lilith must know the man for her to react like this could mean the two have fought once.  

''Princess, how are you since our last meeting?" The man with the white mask asked; he was first to 

open his mouth; his voice was strange, almost as he didn't wish for the other party to know his identity. 

Sakuya chuckled, finding the situation interesting; the man with a crooked back was completely ignored 

as he had never existed.  

''I'm fine, Leonardo,'' Lilith responded with a smile; however, her killing intent didn't diminish in the 

slightest.  

Sakuya was so shocked that her body stopped for a moment. It was understandable; she never knew 

that Leonardo had joined the dark side; she thought that maybe he went off somewhere to train and 

challenge Alex later, not that he would do something so ridiculous.  

''Sigh! As I thought you did it.'' Leonardo said with a resigned voice; he removed his mask, letting Sakuya 

see his face; she only chuckled.  

''How have you been?" Leonardo asked and finally looked at Sakuya for the first time since his arrival.  

Sakuya shrugged her shoulders to say I'm fine. Leonardo wasn't shocked by this reaction as it was how 

Sakuya interacted with him; just as he wanted to say something, the figure of Lilith standing thirty 

meters blurred, and she arrived before him, she slashed at him.  

''Sigh! You're too hasty.'' Leonardo said while calmly blocking the sword slash.  

Kiin!  

Sparks flew as the two moved around and clashed nonstop. At the same time, Third and Sakuya stared 

at each other before moving.  

[Ïai Giri!!!]  

Sakuya didn't hold back and sent dozen of attacks at Third, who was coming toward her, and as she 

expected, Third was able to deal with her Iaï Slash easily; however, Sakuya was prepared she unleashed 

her second attack. 

[Wind Tornado] 



Because her strength was reduced, the original Wind tornado couldn't exhibit its true strength; 

nevertheless, it was still dangerous as it destroyed trees and closed in; facing the incoming Wind 

tornado, Third stopped; his fists glowed before he emitted a cry. 

''Hahhh!"  

And punched the wind tornado, then something astonishing happened, the tornado was scattered.  

Third felt a presence behind his back, and before he could turn around, Sakuya's voice reached his ears.  

[Thirteen Patterns]  

She moved her katana at incredible speed thirteen Gale slashes were sent; they covered Third's back 

instantly. Sakuya was sure that this attack would work. Unfortunately, she had miscalculated, Third had 

anticipated this, and like a mirage, he vanished; the area darkened as if night had arrived. Sakuya felt a 

creeping feeling assaulting her; she immediately closed her eyes, but it was already too late, her head 

shook, and she stood frozen on the spot. Third's special ability was a mental type. He would trick his 

opponent until ready to assault them mentally before finishing them when caught inside his little 

illusion. 

At the moment Sakuya appeared in a traditional Japanese building, she knew this building pretty, with a 

shaking hand, she slid the door open and entered, a familiar scene greeted her sight, a man sat on a 

couch with his back facing her, the numerous scars and the Yakuza tattoo was a statement of the man's 

identity.  

As if he noticed her arrival without turning around, the man said.  

''Mio, you came back!" 

Sakuya froze, and tears started falling; she knew pretty well that this was a dream and yet hearing this 

voice, seeing this back brought back too many emotions; some deeply buried emotions resurfaced.  

'Even though it's just an illusion, please let me feel it, at least for a while.' Sakuya mumbled as she took a 

step forward and kneeled. 

''I'm back, Father..'' She said. 

Chapter 464 - 451: The Rematch 2 

While Sakuya was lost inside an illusion, Third slowly approached her and readied his weapon; it was a 

great sword; he aimed the tip at Sakuya's back like a spear. He slowly approached her; meanwhile, Lilith 

and Leonardo could be seen clashing while moving around. 

Clangs! Clangs! Clangs!  

Every time their sword clashed, it would create shriek sounds and send sparks flying into the air.  

''Aren't you worried about your friend, princess?" Leonardo decided to tease Lilith; however, the latter 

didn't respond, this annoyed him, and he continued. 

''From what I have heard nobody succeed in coming out after getting trapped in Third Hell's Nightmare, 

you should think about how to-"  



''You talk too much.'' Lilith stopped Leonardo and said.  

Leonardo became furious, black lightning appeared around his sword, and he slashed at Lilit; the sword's 

speed increased to an astonishing level.  

Clangs!  

Although Lilith managed to stop the sword, she was pushed back, and she received a light cut on her 

shoulder; the arm holding the sword became numb. Her eyes turned cold; she sent a quick glance in 

Sakuya's direction to check her situation; she was still frozen and showed no sign of waking up as Third 

had almost gotten closer to her; using an unknown method, Lilith became relieved as she understood 

that Sakuya would not lose. Hence, she decided to focus on her fight.  

Lilith's movement didn't escape Leonardo's eyes; he chuckled; he was curious about what happened for 

the demon's princess to change so much and began to care for others. However, from her eyes, he knew 

he would never get the answer. He decided to pay her back that humiliation he suffered that day in that 

dungeon.  

Sii! Sii! 

Black lightning descended from the sky and surrounded Leonardo and formed some sort of armor 

around his body; his speed increased drastically. He disappeared to reappear behind Lilith, who showed 

no sign of moving. His sword moved at such speed that it was impossible to follow; however, just as the 

sword was about to arrive before Lilith's neck, it was stopped by a black scythe.  

Leonardo was not surprised as he thought something like this might happen; therefore, he unleashed his 

real attack.  

[Lightning Nova]  

Leonardo's sword exploded in a lightning boom like a small supernova. The explosion engulfed Lilith and 

sent her flying. Leonardo didn't follow; he coldly stared at the flying Lilith and was about to open his 

mouth to activate his strongest technique gained after joining The Chaos's Eye (Purgatory); when Lilith 

who should be injured, spun around and smiled at him, instantly he knew he had screwed up.  

''Shi-"  

Lilith's following words stopped even his curse.  

[Eternal Nightmare]  

It was Leonardo's turn to be frozen like Sakuya; he appeared in a world he knew well, a world where the 

only people everybody talked about was Alexander.  

''Ugh!"  

Leonardo crouched down and held his head as a throbbing headache assaulted him; the scene changed 

to another one; in this one, Leonardo was inside a cell, and Alex arrogantly looked down on him; he cut 

off his arm and whispered, something into his ears.  



''Ughgggggh!" The headache increased, and Leonardo started bashing his head against the ground. The 

scene changed again, into a distant future where Alex was the Sovereign and Leonardo just a lowly 

slave.  

''Noooooo! Ugh!" Leonardo bellowed and rolled on the ground, trying to stop the nightmare. 

Unfortunately, it didn't end, and soon outside, his real body started coughing blood.  

Lilith safely landed before disappearing again; she thought she would give Sakuya some assistance 

before coming back to finish Leonardo as she knew he couldn't escape Eternal Nightmare so easily. 

However, just before she could reach her, the situation on the other side changed. 

Sakuya, who hadn't moved for a moment, finally moved, she spun around faster than lightning, she was 

smiling, Third was shocked still he put strength into his arm and thrust his sword forward at such speed 

that normally it should have been impossible for Sakuya to react and yet she reacted, she moved one 

arm, only her right arm was caught the great sword tip between her finger. It was a godly move any 

Japanese swordsman would like to use, but it was a pretty impossible feat to realize, yet Sakuya easily 

accomplished this.  

''What?" Third was so shocked that he blurted out, he knew how fast his sword was, to be able to easily 

catch it with only two fingers was something he doubted even Incursio or Zero could do, he shocked to 

the core, even more by Sakuya's following words.  

''Thank you for letting me see my real father once again.''  

She summoned her katana with her free hand and swung. 

[Yami Maho Jigen Giri]  

Third's eyes widened, goosebumps rose all over his body, he knew he would die or worse be gravely 

injured if this sword reached him, therefore, he tried to cancel his Gift and jump back, however, 

somehow he couldn't move, this surprised him. 

Lilith who was watching the fight knew why Third couldn't escape; from Sakuya's fingers which held the 

sword, small dark tentacles like a hand came out and wrapped around the sword; it must have been 

because of them that Third found it impossible to withdraw. 

The world surrounding Third turned white, and a black light descended; this black light cut the white 

world in two and arrived before Third and,  

Boom!  

At the last moment an explosion occurred, Sakuya pursued her lips together, she was disappointed that 

even in the end, he still managed to get away. However, one of his arms was left behind and a large 

puddle of blood.  

''Nex-"  

Sakuya couldn't finish her words before falling headfirst on the ground, she was exhausted, mentally, 

and her mana was depleted.  

Lilith sighed before appearing behind Leonardo, who by now was bleeding from his seven orifices.  



''If it weren't for the fact that you still have some use, I would have killed you.''  

Lilith muttered as she recalled one of the memories she saw before leaving the Eternal Nightmare's 

world, a memory about the meeting between Leonardo and Alex. 

Just as Lilith was about to cancel the Eternal Nightmare, an inhuman howl escaped from Leonardo's 

mouth.  

''Growl!!!!"  

Black light engulfed Leonardo's body and,  

BOOM 

An extremely eerie presence surged from his body outward like an explosive tempest and smashed 

Lilith's chest. Cracks appeared on the armor she wore, and she was sent flying dozen of meters back.  

''Growl! I- Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, I won't lose.!''  

Leonardo, who was transforming into something Lilith couldn't quite describe bellowed, Lilith became 

scared by the eerie presence coming from Leonardo's body; suddenly, a shadow flashed next to him and 

gave him a chop in the head before taking him and disappeared, the only thing that was left after they 

departed was ground covered blood. 

Lilith sighed and sat down to recuperate. 

Chapter 465 - 452: The Rematch 3 

In another location inside the Demon's Goddess Dungeon, two silhouettes appeared before one of them 

fell on the ground producing a thud sound. This person rolled on the ground and finally stopped on his 

back; his figure was bloody, his lips cracked, and blood flowed out. Even though the man was in an 

extremely sorry state, the unwillingness to accept what just happened couldn't be hidden, and this 

annoyed the second man who had crouched down, one of his arms was missing, it was gone from the 

elbow, the man showed no emotion as he cauterizes the wound with flame magic. 

''I wonder if you are an idiot. That power isn't something a newcomer like you can control, and yet you 

try to activate. I thought you were smart, but I guess I was wrong. There's no shame in running away 

when the situation is not favorable. Before using this strength before make sure your compatibility rate 

has increased, and it will come after you complete a certain number of missions.''  

Third's warning made Leonardo gloomy; he couldn't speak at the moment, or else he would refute him, 

saying it doesn't matter, he must use that power to win. Third shook his head and gave up on him as he 

knew nothing he would say would make this man listen to his words. All that was left to do was to let 

him experience how dreadful that power he didn't yet have the grasp of was. 

For now, he must recuperate before trying to figure how to regroup with Incursio. Third, didn't want to 

think about why and how Sakuya was unaffected by his mental skill; he must complete this mission to 

increase his synchronization rate to get stronger. Third shuddered when he recalled what happened to 

the former Third when she activated the Chaos's God blessing with fully grasping it, the result was 

horrible, her body deformed, she turned into a monster that tried to destroy everything, few members 

of the organization which happened to be near her at that moment were slaughtered, the massacre 



wouldn't have ended if Incursio had not appeared to stop the massacre, it was his first time seeing her 

fight, no it wasn't a fight, it was just a game, the small Incursio toyed with the transformed Third before 

killing her with just a punch and recuperated the fallen Third's Blessing. After the battle, rumors started 

to circulate, saying the reason behind Incursio's overwhelming strength was because she could use her 

blessing to the fullest; till this day, it remained unknown if this statement was true or not. 

''Sigh! I need to complete this assignment to get that fruit to strengthen my body to be able to use our 

God blessing. But first, I must find out where we are.'' Third stood up and looked around; they were at 

the top of a snowy mountain; nothing could be seen from here apart from the endless cloud.  

''Ah! What a troublesome dungeon. Only if the vampire duchess was here.''  

The fake dungeon sun was bright in his eyes as he said this; Third could only wish for vampire duchess to 

appear miraculously, or else they would waste too much time than anticipated. 

... 

Back on Alex's side.  

Alex, who had just tested his Time Decay bullet, couldn't help but smile; this was a good ability. To know 

how it works, he must test its limit, and to do this; he needed monsters. Alex started humming as he 

walked deeper into the dead forest. However, just as he took his third step, he stopped because his 

Divine Sense caught a presence; this thing was running in his direction at fast speed.  

〖Wait isn't it P-〗 

Faster than Silveria could speak, the person running toward Alex appeared and abruptly stopped; her 

eyes widened so was Alex's eyes. The two silently stared at each other. 

〖Well, I was trying to say, isn't it Priscilla? She is already here, though. As you Earthling used to say: 

Enemies are bound to meet on a narrow road. It's exactly what is currently happening.〗 

Silveria said as she observed the vampire duchess through Alex's eyes.  

The Vampire Duchess was the first to talk, with an exasperated sigh she said.  

''You didn't die as expected, huh! You are even though than us vampires. However, this time I wouldn't 

make the same mistake twice.'' 

Alex watched the small Priscilla speak, and his mouth couldn't help but twitch; he was fighting against a 

smile. Having noticed this, Priscilla shrugged her shoulders and explained.  

''This is my true body, the one you saw was also my real body, but I only use it when going out, but 

because of what happened, I'm forced to come here using this body, how hateful.'' 

From Priscilla's explanation, you could see that she didn't like this body. She couldn't be blamed; this 

body had the same height as Incursio, but unlike who had a womanly charm even with a small body, 

Priscilla didn't have it, it could only be described in one world: Childish and Priscilla truly hated it.  



''Well, this body suits your more, the vampire loli.'' Alex mocked. Although Priscilla didn't understand 

what Loli meant, she knew it was an insult. However, she didn't move, she would have been a fool if 

such childish acts easily provoked her, but this didn't stop her from glaring at Alex.  

At the same time, when Alex provoked the small vampire duchess, it was to distract her in order to use 

his Eye of Truth on her. 

[Eye of Truth]  

[Priscilla Eleanor] 

Class: Vampire Duchess 

Age: 140  

Female 

Race: Vampire 

「 Rank 13] 

Level ??? 

Experience Value (XP): ??? 

Magic Power: 8000/8000 

Magic: Fire; Wind, Dark; Blood Arts, Lightning 

Attack: 3500 

Defense: 3000 

Agility: 3200 

Intelligence: 2800 

Luck: 1700 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Gift: Eternal Night 

???????? 

Skills: [Echolocation Level 9] [Throwing knife Level 5] [Night Lord Level 4] [High Regeneration Level 9] 

[Mana Recovery Level 7] [Intimidation Level 6] [Shadow Step Level 7] [Sword Art Level 6]  

Special Abilities: [Blood Arts] [Bloody Moon] [Ethereal Form] [Devil's Charm] 

Titles: [The Queen of the Night] [Slaughterer] [Vampire Queen] [Bloodthirsty] 

Gulp!  



Alex gulped. 

Chapter 466 - 453: The Rematch 4: A Bloody Fight 

After seeing the small Vampire Duchess status, Alex couldn't help but swallow hard; while not all of her 

stats increased, some even decreased (LUK), her ATK, DEF, and AGI stats increased. Alex knew this 

wasn't going to be an easy fight. Also, there was something that bothered him, those question marks 

under her Gift. Knowing that he couldn't find the answer just by imagining, Alex decided to move. 

Priscilla, who wasn't paying attention to Alex's eyes, finally noticed a trace of mana being used, and it 

was coming from his left eye; she immediately knew what this meant, and she couldn't help but 

puckered her brows and glared at the boy who dares to appraise her. 

However, at the next moment, a chilliness erupted deep down in her heart without any warnings, 

instantly engulfing her entire body. Alex had flashed next to her and his knife sliced through the air 

coming straight toward her eyes. His speed had surpassed the one he had previously used during their 

last fight; still, she shouldn't be underestimated; she pushed back the feeling of chillness and took a step 

back to avoid the incoming blade; however, just as the knife passed, a breath from her nose she noticed 

Alex's smile, the chillness she had once pushed back resurfaced but more intensely.  

Alex had expected this situation; therefore, the second knife in his hand vanished to be replaced by a 

silver gun, and an invisible burst out from the gun's muzzle and to penetrate Priscilla's body, even 

happened too fast. Although she was caught off guard, she tried to use her Ethereal form to escape the 

bullet. Still, suddenly her body movement slowed; unknowingly, Alex had activated his Time 

Acceleration on her. The invisible bullet struck the vampire in the stomach; her small body was bent 

backward before she was sent flying.  

Bang! Crack!!!  

The vampire duchess flew across dozen meters, destroying trees as her body kept flying before finally 

stopping.  

Boom!  

Red light burst out from her body, destroying everything around as she shot out from the pile of trees 

she was under. 

What greeted her was an Aurora bullet; the white bullet exploded right before her and almost touched 

her; however, the red light surrounding her acted light a shield to stop the white light; the white tried to 

erode the red shield. Priscilla snorted.  

[Shadow Shift]  

Priscilla's body disappeared to reappear where Alex was; she frowned.  

[Crimson Bullet] 

A crimson bullet tore through the air and arrived before her; the vampire duchess snorted and tapped 

her heels twice, faster than the crimson bullet she chanted. 

[Blood Arts Forbidden Art: Vlad's Shield]  



A bloody mist exploded from her body to instantly form a blood-red cocoon before the crimson bullet 

could strike. 

Kaboom!  

A small crimson explosion occurred; it was like a nuke had struck, crimson cloud rose to the sky.  

A huge crater appeared when the crimson cloud dissipated; Alex was shocked to see a blood-red cocoon 

unscathed.  

'As I thought, the real Priscilla would be hard to deal with.' Alex sighed when his six senses flared up. He 

didn't get the time to move before a red light flashed next to him. Priscilla flitted across in a red burst of 

lightning, aiming straight at his neck with her sharp nails.  

[Drifter]  

At the last moment, Alex drifted to avoid the attack. However, he still received an injury; his left cheek 

was injured. Alex didn't have the time to ponder what had just happened before; like an enraged beast, 

Priscilla appeared before him again; her speed was so fast that all Alex saw was a crimson flash.  

This time she didn't attack using her nails but instead used her sword; the sword sliced through the air; 

Alex had the impression that even space before him was sliced.  

[Time Acceleration]  

Due the how fast the sword was, Alex used Time Acceleration on it before tilting his head to the side; 

however, he was still injured; the sword covered in crimson light seemed to ignore time as it sliced 

through his right cheek like a knife through butter, blood-splattered Alex's shoulder as he leaned back 

into an impossible angle.  

Priscilla, who was trying to follow up with another attack, was forced to switch to defensive posture as 

one of Alex's legs covered in green light arrived before her head.  

Clangs!  

Spark flew when Sleipnir clashed against her Gift, and a small wind tornado was generated that pushed 

her back.  

BANG!  

Unexpectedly, a gray bullet collided against Lilith's feet, and she was sent flying; intense pain assaulted 

her right leg, and she coughed blood. Even faced with such an unexpected situation, Priscilla was still 

one of the eight Dukes. As she was flying through the air, she momentarily forgot about the pain, and 

her scarlet eyes glinted in a mysterious yet mesmerizing flash.  

Suddenly, the blood she had coughed coalesced into the shape of a blade that swooped down and 

slashed at them. Alex, everything happened too; Alex didn't have the time to dodge properly, green light 

covered his left arm, and he used to block the blood sword.  

Crack!  



A sickening sound was heard after the blood sword crashed against Alex's arm, his arm was broken, and 

he was sent flying. Ironically, the two happened to land on the ground simultaneously; they rolled on 

the ground, and Alex was the first to stand up. When Priscilla tried to get up, she failed, astonished; she 

looked down to see her right leg turned into only bone, which started cracking, chill assaulted her spine, 

and without hesitation, she swung her sword and cut off her leg. 

Alex praised Priscilla's quick reaction; if she had not done that, she might be forced to cut it off starting 

from the thigh.  

Suddenly, crimson light mixed with an eerie dark light burst out from Lilith and rippled outward, 

destroying everything as it moved forward.  

Alex knew he must not get caught in this thing; just as he was about to Accel away, the eerie light 

moved faster. It slapped him flying, Alex vomited blood and rolled on the ground, when he looked in 

front of him he was shocked to see Priscilla flying, no the thing looked like her, extremely tall and busty 

woman, 2 meters tall, dragonified arms and legs, purple dragon scale, two long curved purple horns, the 

space around was twisting, no the whole forest was shaking. The black mist surrounding her body 

turned the surrounding dead trees into ashes. 

〖Master, escape don't fight against this thing you can't win.〗Silveria's voice ringed like an alarm bell, 

even without being told that Alex knew that this thing before him he couldn't win against it. He must 

escape, just as he was about to do it, something astonishing happened, black chains appeared all over 

the forest, from the ground, the sky and wrapped around the dragonified Priscilla, she tried to break 

free. Still, it was impossible, soon, a black magic circle appeared behind her, and she was dragged inside 

it and vanished.  

''What the hell just happened?" Alex asked, but only silence answered him. 

Chapter 467 - 454: The Unusual Dungeon 3 

After the transformed Priscilla's sudden disappearance, Alex was surprised; at first, he couldn't 

understand why this happened, but once he calmly thought about it, he understood that it was the 

dungeon doing. Because the dungeon had limited everyone's strength after they entered it, however 

seeing someone bypass this restriction forced the dungeon to react and expulse this person out, so Alex 

expected. 

''Ah!"  

Alex sat cross-legged after he heaved a sigh.  

''Sil, I know you know what happened to that vampire. What is that creepy, eerie dark light? It gave me a 

chill.''  

Silveria did not immediately answer; she came first sat shoulder to shoulder with her master, then she 

stared into the sky, her eyes were like satellite overlooking all the forest, she saw the destruction left 

from Alex and the vampire duchess fight; finally her eyes stopped at her the vampire duchess was, 

where she transformed before getting expulsed. Silveria sighed before opening her mouth.  

''Of course, I know what that creepy light is. It's the power those from the Chaos race have. Somehow, 

she gained that power and tried to use it. She must have gained it from the sealed black dragon, the 



same one Artemia and others fought against and lost. The organization which name is unknown must be 

part of the Chaos race scheme, so, I wonder if you have not made a wrong choice.''  

At the end of her words, Silveria turned her head and stared at Alex; she was surprised to see him 

already staring at her; when their eyes locked, he smiled, it was a smile of absolute trust in himself, in 

his plans, and Alex confirmed it with his following words. 

''Don't worry, it will be fine. Even before coming up with that plan, I have thought of all possibilities, and 

he and I have talked about this possibility z, and he told me it's going to be fine.''  

''I see. If you have so much confidence in him and your plans, then I'm relieved. We need to find the 

others quickly, it's unknown what kind of situation they might be in, so I suggest that you-"  

Silveria hadn't finished her words before Alex lay on his back and spat.  

''Ah! I'm beat.''  

''Sigh! I suggest you should go after taking a rest.'' Silveria finished her previous words before following 

Alex's example. 

''Sil, do you know what is it at the top?"  

Alex asked; this question came to him just like that. 

''No, I don't know, but I guess it will be boring,'' Silveria answered.  

''I guess so. Still, I want to go there. Only by standing there will I be whole; it won't be easy, but 

eventually I will succeed with all of you, so please support me till the end.'' Alex said and watched the 

sun slowly retreat.  

Silveria giggled, ''You know, master, your words just now could be misinterpreted as a declaration. Are 

you perhaps courting me?"  

''Hell, no.'' Alex immediately refuted this claim; it had never thought of making Silveria or Nyx, his 

women.  

''Ouch! I'm hurt; you don't have to deny it so strongly; you should take into account maiden's heart.'' 

Silveria joked. 

''You are not a maiden, just- wait, something did not feel right, can you feel it?" Alex stopped joking and 

said with a serious face.  

At first, Silveria was confused, but it soon changed when she finally noticed a slight vibration passing 

through the ground, and soon it increased, the whole area started shaking like a floating island about to 

fall; and then there was a sudden burst of light that blinded the two before they were teleported away.  

''Dammit, what an unusual dungeon. It doesn't want me to rest, shit.'' Alex swore as he was sent away.  

When the two reappeared again, there was inside something that could be described as a graveyard; 

bones littered the ground as far as one's sight could see.  

Just after their arrival, Silveria immediately warned Alex of this floor unusualness.  



''Master, be careful something didn't feel right about this place.'' She had said.  

Alex chuckled as he responded, ''I know, this damnable dungeon, I wonder which level is it.''  

He looked around; his sixth sense kept ringing; he tried to see if he could catch sight of what causing this 

alarm with Divine Sense, but unfortunately, he didn't find anything except bone, bone, and bone; there 

was also sort of bones here, human bone, and all sorts of monster's bones with different shapes.  

Suddenly, Alex's sixth sense reacted violently, and an intense chill assaulted his spine. He immediately 

jumped back, Silveria soon followed before an explosion occurred, and bones were sent flying in all 

directions.  

 From under this graveyard of bones, a gigantic shadow came; it was over forty meters entirely made of 

bone, a forty-something giant bone wolf with pale blue light in its sockets.  

''Awooooooooooooo!"  

The giant bone wolf howled; its howl was so strong that all bones in front of him were blown away, and 

strangely they headed into Alex's direction.  

Seeing so many bones shot toward him like bullets, Alex cursed before dodging by Accel-ing.  

''Seriously, I'm starting to hate wolf; the wolf is the monster I have fought the most, almost as if I had 

bad karma with them. I don't remember being a vampire in my previous life, though.'' Alex said and 

dodged another bone fired at him; he finished his words with a joke touch. Immediately Silveria chided 

him. 

''If you have the time to joke, then better quickly take care of this thing. It seems to get stronger by 

second in this graveyard full of bones.''  

Indeed, Silveria's words weren't wrong. When he looked closely, the bone wolf seemed to have gotten 

stronger, its aura had changed, and more importantly, the bone wolf had grown taller; it had gained a 

few centimeters.  

Alex stretched his hand, and immediately Silveria understood as she disappeared into a silver light that 

landed in Alex's left arm, he immediately used Xerox and a second identical silver gun appeared inside 

his other hand as he started running toward the giant bone wolf, human and the Bone wolf was about 

to clash. 

Chapter 468 - 455: Bad Luck 1 

Alex could be seen running toward a monster twenty-five times his height; it was a funny scene. 

Just as the two were about to clash, Alex jumped to his left and immediately unleashed one of his 

strongest skills. 

[Crimson Bullet]  

Crimson light burst out from the silver gun tore through the air arrived before the Bone wolf right wind 

leg. However, just as the crimson bullet was about to touch that leg, a sudden wall made of bones rose 

from the ground formed a perfect bones wall shield that took the damage and reflected it.  



Kaboom!  

''Shit!"  

Alex swore as he was almost caught in his attack; he Accel-ed to reappear thirty meters away, his eyes 

turned wide for a moment as he noticed thirty small bones shot toward him, then he smirked and 

moved his right arm, bullets tore through the air like a Gatling gun.  

Bang! Bang! Bang!!!!  

In the span of twenty seconds, thirty bullets were fired and broke the incoming bone arrows. Without 

looking back, Alex fired a Phantom bullet at his back; the invisible bullet exploded as it collided with a 

bone spear big as a man's waist, which shot out from the ground. The explosion sent Alex flying in the 

air, twisting his body with such perfect accuracy that it passed above the Bone wolf who was running 

toward him; he immediately unleashed a Phantom bullet toward its head.  

Bang!  

Without surprise, the invisible bullet did almost no damage to the monster's head. Alex landed on the 

other side and rolled on the ground; due to his strength still being limited because of the dungeon's 

restriction, he couldn't fly, and most of his skills couldn't exhibit their full strength.  

Alex didn't get the opportunity to use his Eye of Truth on the monster as it had already initiated its next 

attack. 

Whoosh!  

The giant body combined with the monster unbelievable speed generated a tremendous amount of 

wind ad it created a humongous shockwave that sent ripple in Alex direction, a small tornado composed 

entirely of bones that would, without the slightest doubt, shred his body apart advanced into his 

direction at breakneck speed, at the same time Alex could feel that from his back many bone arrows 

were shot, in the front there was a bone tornado. At the back were bones arrows; the two were coming 

at astonishing speed, no matter what Alex seemed checkmated, at least it was what the Bone wolf 

thought; its blue soul coldly glared at Alex and was waiting for him to be torn to piece.  

However, just as the two attacks were apart to reach Alex, his figure disappeared to be replaced by a 

shocked Bone Wolf, soon swallowed by its attacks.  

Boom!  

An explosion occurred, and the graveyard shook; Alex had just used Shadow Shift, sweated as he used 

more Mana because of how big the monster was.  

Suddenly, there was another explosion, but this time it was followed by a terrible roar that made the 

graveyard shook, Alex staggered, almost falling, and under his astonished eyes, all bones inside the 

graveyard flew in the air before going to where the Bone wolf was, those bones entered its body quickly 

expanding its height, turning its body shiny and silver in color, the final result was a fifteen meters tall 

Bone wolf standing before Alex with red eyes.  

''Awoooooooooooooooooooooooooo!" The bone wolf howled and disappeared; its speed rivaled that of 

Priscilla; in a second, it was already before Alex and swung its bone claw.  



Although greatly shocked, Alex still reacted faster; he simultaneously combined Time Acceleration (used 

it on himself) and Drifter to avoid the claw; he was fast but not fast as the claw, the claw tried to tear 

through his chest as he was sent spiraling into the sky, however, thanks to Loki, his armor most of the 

damage have been killed yet he still broke two ribs.  

Alex suppressed the groan which was about to escape from his mouth and immediately moved his left 

arm; a water bullet, one of his last special bullets, was fired and immediately bloomed into the form of a 

water shield that stopped the incoming tail.  

Boom! Splash!  

Alex's body was splashed with water as he rolled on the ground to succeed in dodging another attack 

coming at his head.  

'Fuck! This thing is even faster, Priscilla, and its level is weaker.' Alex swore inwardly, he managed to 

barely see the monster's level, and he almost lost his head, Level 105.  

Suddenly, the Bone wolf howled again, but this time, its howling was accompanied by a dark light 

covering its body; the body started shrinking, 45 meters, 40 meters.  

Alex knew he must not let this monster complete its transformation as it would become harder to deal 

with with a small body. He immediately used his left eye, his green light momentarily turned crimson, 

and he used to search for a possible weakness in the monster's body. Soon he found a red crystal 

embedded in the middle of the monster's stomach; the only access to it would be by passing under the 

monster's belly. Alex's brain worked faster; the Bone wolf had now a height of 38 meters; Alex threw a 

silver knife under the monster's belly, and as expected with its limited intelligence, the monster chose to 

ignore it; Alex grinned, he shadow shifted his knife which had just passed the belly, it was exactly where 

he wished it to be.  

[Crimson Bullet] 

Alex roared, and the crimson bullet left the silver gun, and then something totally out of Alex's 

expectation happened; the situation was so ridiculous that Alex doubted his eyes; somehow, the bone 

wolf's back appeared in the air and was struck by the crimson bullet, the shockwave sent the monster's 

body flying high into the air with its legs raised high. 

The situation was so ridiculous that Alex laughed; However, he didn't understand what happened in that 

short period for the monster to turn its body over; he was the one to miss out on any opportunity, he 

shadow shifted with a broken bone fragment in the air, the Bone wolf was shocked to see him appeared 

again before the monster could do anything Alex unleashed an Aurora bullet which struck the monster's 

belly creating enough gap for a Phantom bullet to finish the work by breaking the red crystal.  

In the Bone wolf last moment, its eyes were filled with unwillingness as its bones body turned into 

ashes.. A tired Alex fell from the sky and landed on the ground creating a small crater; just as he wanted 

to rest for a moment, the dungeon moved. 

Chapter 469 - 456: Bad Luck 2 

Cracks!  



The moment Alex heard this sound, he instantly knew that another trouble had come; he wondered 

which entity he offended for his luck to be this bad. 

Kata! Kata!!!!!  

Alex jumped out of the crater he had created after his fall to see bone soldiers walking toward him; they 

tried to surround him. Alex quickly took a stamina potion and used it to replenish his stamina. He then 

summoned two guns cleared the bone soldiers faster than they could span; he was getting annoyed, so 

he let loose a bit; he went on a rampage and killed everything in his sight until there was another 

cracking sound. From the ground, a black skeleton rose; it was three meters tall, it wore damaged armor 

and a small scythe with a chain at the end.  

The moment the black skeleton came out from the ground, he immediately launched an attack; the 

scythe sliced through the air as the chains stretched over thirty meters; Alex leaned to the side to let the 

scythe past his cheek. 

Somehow, the Black skeleton twisted its arm, and the scythe which had passed Alex's head spun around 

and headed toward Alex's at breakneck speed.  

Bang!  

Alex fired a homing bullet at the scythe blade to deviate its trajectory toward the ground; it was a 

mistake as the moment it touched the ground, the scythe turned into countless black chains that 

restrained Alex's movement. He could feel an intense chill coming from those chains trying to erode his 

body.  

Simultaneously, the Black skeleton tried to initiate another attack by raising its arm. However, he 

became frozen; Alex had used his right eye on the monster to freeze him momentarily, then he 

unleashed Time Decay on the Black skeleton. Previously he had thought it wouldn't have worked; it was 

why he didn't use it on an already dead thing; however, the moment the gray bullet touched the frozen 

Black skeleton head, it quickly turned into powder and crumbled.  

A refreshing feeling engulfed his body, and all his fatigues were swept away; he was surprised to notice 

that he had leveled up; he couldn't believe it; it was only when he confirmed this through status check 

that he believed it. 

『[Alexander Kael Touch] 

Class: Magic Gunslinger 

Age: 17 

Male 

Race: High Human ???? 

「 Rank 12] 

Level 115 

Experience Value (XP): 0/200100 



Magic Power: 7010/7010 

Magic: None 

Attack: 2500 ➤2510 

Defense: 2100 ➤ 2110 

Agility: 2070 (10 (20 BP) ➤ 2100 (+200)  

Intelligence: 2130 ➤ 2140 

Luck: 1710 ➤ 1720 

BP: 20 

SP: 0 

Gift: Death Guns [???????] 

Skills: [Item box Level 4] [Swift Fingers Max] [Divine Sense Level 5] [Throwing knife Level 5] [Dark Vision 

Level 2] [Dual Wielding Level 2] [Accel Level 5] [Knife Art Level 4] [Link Level 4] [Gun Art Level Level 10] 

[High Regeneration Level 7] [Mana Synchronisation Level 10 Max] [Crimson's Bullet] [Shadow Shift Level 

5] [Blade Dance Level 4] [Aurora Bullet Level 1] [Drifter Level 1] [Meteor Bullet Level 1] (New) 

Special Abilities: [Language Comprehension][Danger Sense] [Overdrive] [Death's Eye] [Envisage] {Erase} 

{Magic Bullet} {Snatch} [Hellsing] [Xerox] {Death Bullet (???)} [Time Stop] [Time Acceleration] [Eye of 

Truth Level 1 ➤ Level 5] [Asura Form] [Mana's Body] (Sealed due to current Level) {Time Decay}  

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The one whose fingers are faster than Flash] [Goblin Slayer] [The Reborn] 

[Shadow Nemesis] [The Slaughterer] [The Destroyer] [Death Master] [The Irregular] [Child of Mana]』 

Alex didn't have the time to celebrate at the unexpected leveled up because he thought he couldn't 

level inside this dungeon when another cracking sound was heard.  

''Not again!" Alex shouted and looked around in search of another monster; fortunately, this time, no 

new monster appeared, only a small shimmering black portal; he smiled and strolled toward the black 

portal while thinking that his luck wasn't so bad after all. 

••••• 

In another location, two people who had terrible luck than Alex, these two people were Lilith and 

Sakuya. 

Like Alex, they experienced the blinding light and were sent to another floor; unfortunately for them, 

this floor happened to be the same as the one Incursio was in; Lilith paled right after seeing Incursio 

levitate in the air surrounded by dead monsters.  

''Oh, My My! What a nice surprise we have here.'' Incursio said with her mouth curved into a crescent 

shape, goosebumps rose all over Sakuya's body, her instinct told her not to hold back, and she didn't 

hold and immediately attacked, she unleashed her strongest attack.  



[Yami Maho Jigen Giri]  

Her katana hadn't even sliced through the air that Incursio appeared right before her; they were so close 

that just with a push, their heads would collide. Sakuya froze as an immense fear assaulted her body, 

making her unable to think. 

''Woah! What a nice ability, a little bit of polishing, and it would be dangerous to counter.'' Incursio said 

as she stared into Sakuya's eyes, black eyes collided against white eyes; in those white eyes, Sakuya 

didn't see anything; it was as if she was even worth anything. Due to the momentarily stop, Incursio 

snatched her katana and used it to nail her again the mountain behind her.  

The intense pain brought Sakuya's consciousness back. She felt a stab of pain from her pierced stomach; 

Sakuya bit her lips not to emit a single cry.  

''Remarkable," Incursio complimented before,  

''Ops!"  

Her figure blurred, and she dodged Lilith's scythe, and like a ghost, she appeared behind Lilith and tried 

to punch her; however, Lilith had anticipated this, she blocked the blow with her scythe, so she had 

thought. Incursio chuckled before her knee crashed into Lilith's back from an unexpected angle. Lilith 

was sent flying like a ragdoll; with a speed that could only be described as teleportation, Incursio 

appeared before Lilith. Her pupils dilated as, at the same moment, she appeared before her and 

grabbed her head. 

Bam! 

She thrashed her face into the ground, bursting it with pieces of stone mixed with a bit of mud. Before 

Lilith could release a cry, she pulled her out and carried her into the sky; Sakuya could only watch 

everything helpless; somehow, her katana was replaced by another eerie black sword, she couldn't 

escape from it and could only watch Incursio tighten her grip on Lilith's neck as they fly higher.  

Suddenly, Incursio stopped flying; she smiled, at the same time, a black portal appeared not too far from 

Sakuya's location. 

Chapter 470 - [Bonus ] 457: Another Time Ability User 

After Alex passed through that black portal, he arrived at another location; it was inside a forest 

surrounded by high mountains. However, Alex could not enjoy the scenery before he frowned; his eyes 

caught sight of something that made his eyes turn cold, his killing intent soaring, which slightly distorted 

the surrounding space. 

The figure of Alex distorted and seemed to have split into two. One went to deliver Sakuya while the 

other Accel-ed and threw something into the sky before shadow shifted with this thing. Only one person 

did all these things; Alex was so fast that one could have mistakenly thought he split in two.  

Alex, who appeared not too far behind Incursio, didn't ask anything before firing a Time Decay bullet at 

the enemy.  

Bang!  



The gray bullet cut through the air at astonishing speed; considering everything that happened, Incursio 

should have been caught off guard; however, since the beginning, she saw everything; Alex's fast figure 

looked like a slow-motion movie she sat and was enjoying. She finally moved, faster than Alex could 

follow; she spun, and with a wide grin, she used Lilith like a meat shield.  

Alex's expression sunk when he saw this; he hadn't expected this situation. However, his brain still 

worked faster; he moved his left arm faster than its own shadow and fired two homing bullets at the 

gray bullet that was about to reach Lilith's back.  

The second bullet struck the first bullet increasing its speed to a level it barely succeeded in clashing 

against the gray bullet and deviating it from Lilith's back.  

''Oh?" 

Incursio showed a genuine surprise; she hadn't expected Alex to be so resourceful. However, it doesn't 

matter; she chuckled and threw Lilith toward the ground. Lilith's body was bent in an odd shape as she 

was about to collide against the ground; however, Sakuya, who Alex had previously freed, dragged her 

injured body and caught Lilith before the two rolled on the ground.  

''How nice!"  

Incursio complimented as though touched by such a strong camaraderie; suddenly, she chuckled 

because Alex, who had stayed silent until now, finally moved.  

Alex accel-ed to reappear before Incursio, he unleashed Time Acceleration, his speed increased 

drastically while Incursio saw her speed reduced, Alex threw a deadly punch toward the small girl head, 

she looked like a fragile piece of jade; however, this fragile piece of jade suddenly extended her arm, 

Alex's Time Acceleration seemed not to affect her as she stopped his punch with such an ease that left 

Alex baffled.  

''Time-related ability, I also have one.'' Incursio declared with a smile; her declaration shocked Alex. He 

doubted his eyes, not because someone else had the same ability as him, he was not so arrogant to 

believe he was the only one to possess such ability in this world as rare it might be, his surprise was 

because this girl before him seemed to possess a strength out of the authorized boundary, he wondered 

how could she bypass the dungeon's restrictions and exert such amount of strength which should be 

normally impossible, however, now wasn't the time to dwell on such matter, Alex immediately used his 

trump card, no he tried to use it when Incursio mumbled something and slashed at him with a white 

sword she had just summoned.  

The white sword sliced through the air at breakneck speed; Alex's eyes widened at the sight of the 

incoming fast sword, he increased his Time Acceleration ability by pouring more mana into his body, he 

succeeded in stopping the sword, he immediately counterattacked by firing dozen of bullets at Incursio 

from point-blank range.  

Normally, she should have been incapable of dodging the incoming bullets; however, she accelerated 

time around her and moved her sword.  

Just a casual swing, yet she was able to slice apart the incoming bullets.  



This outcome did not disconcert Alex; from the moment he learned that the girl could use Time like him, 

he had expected this situation; as such, he elaborated another plan. The first attack was to distract her 

as he prepared his other attacks. Alex threw twelve knives at Incursio; the latter snorted before 

deflecting the incoming knives; she had just finished her third knife when her body was suddenly pulled, 

and she found herself in Alex's place.  

Incursio didn't have the time to be shocked about this unusual ability when an invisible bullet tried to 

pierce through her chest; the phantom bullet was aimed straight at her heart, white light burst out from 

her body to instantly from a shield around her body that blocked the phantom bullet, then came Alex 

real attack.  

[Time Stop]  

Alex secretly whispered, without knowing why Incursio's small body tensed up, and she knew what this 

meant; something dangerous was about to happen, she had to make a few preparations, this thought 

hadn't properly germinated before her body temporarily froze. 

Incursio's pupils dilated before she became frozen in time, and at the exact same moment, Alex 

appeared before her and punched her toward the ground. 

Bam! 

Her petite body was bent in K shape as it collided against the ground. Alex didn't even look before 

unleashing Crimson Bullet at her; facing this kind of enemy going all out seemed to be the best solution.  

BANG! Kaboom!  

A crimson cloud rose to the sky, Sakuya and Lilith scrambled away like frightened ducks; they didn't wish 

to be caught in this terrible crimson storm that destroyed hundreds of trees and created a large crater 

on the ground. 

Alex, who should be overjoyed after successfully catching Incursio off guard and managed to injure her 

feel no joy; on the contrary, he felt a chill running down his spine, his sixth sense ringed, he tried to accel 

away; however, he was not faster.  

Everything was happening at speed impossible to describe, with an exploding circle reaching Alex's back 

instantaneously; something was smashed in his back. 

BOOOOM 

And Alex was, in turn, punched to the ground.  

A world-ending blast occurred, turning into a gigantic mushroom cloud as Alex violently crashed against 

the ground and vomited blood. Simultaneously, black flames swirling with golden lightning rippled 

outwards as shockwaves forced Incursio to retreat hastily, her figure blurred to reappear a hundred 

meters away to manage to escape Sakuya deadly Dimensional Slash. 

''Tch! We shall call it a draw. Until next time we meet dear Alexander, the Eighth, I'm Incursio, by the 

way.'' Incursio smiled; her smile was bloody because of the blood inside her mouth; she had suffered a 

bit of damage in that attack, and there was another factor that pushed her to decide to retreat. Zero's 



sister disappeared after giving Alex one last stare, into he had just come out of the crater and spit blood 

out of his mouth.  

''Next time, we shall decide a winner,'' Alex shouted back; he had the impression that the disappearing 

Incursio nodded her head at his declaration.  

Lilith and Sakuya sighed in relief as Incursio was finally gone, they should be able to rest and completely 

heal; however, soon their expressions changed, they panicked after seeing Alex kneeled and coughed 

blood thrice, they rushed toward him, disregarding their tired bodies, however before they could come 

closer Alex stopped them and said.  

''Don't worry, it's nothing; it's just some bad blood. Let's move out and talk after finding somewhere 

safe.'' 

The girls nodded after staring at each other, accompanied by Alex; the three left. 

Unbeknownst to them, a huge eyeball momentarily appeared in the sky stared at them, more 

specifically at Lilit,h before vanishing. 

 


